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First I want to say that you are an artist, a generative being here to co-create your life as a 
great masterpiece for the good of all. You ALL are creators, even if you’ve never made art 
before! You are miraculous and magical, and have the capacity to always create and give 
birth to new life. You have a unique #SOULSPARKLE and authentic medicine that only YOU 
can bring. Gathering Beloveds in sacred circle is an amazing opportunity to pour your full 
authentic soul expression out into the world.  Allow yourself to get creative and be free to 
be wild. You standing in your fullness and being UNAPOLOGETICALLY who you are will give 
others permission to do the same. This tends to provide a great healing for all. Ask, “How 
can I bring the fullness of my creative expression into this sacred space & altar creation?”

Welcome Beloved!

H I !  I ' M  L A I N I E  LO V E  D A L B Y

A Sacred Artist, Ceremonialist, Embodied Leadership Mentor & Transformational Catalyst

I'm on a mission to free human spirits that have been oppressed and devalued to Sparkle SHAMELESSLY® & step into their 
authentic power. As a spiritual thought leader with my own brand of multimedia ministry, I am dismantling old systems, ideas and 
ways of being that promote separateness and limit our full (r)evolutionary potential with style, sass and the sacred. I am also deeply 
passionate about ending the violence we perpetrate against each other and our own bodies by reminding us of our inherent 
Divinity within and helping to bring the sacred Feminine back into balance in our own lives and the world. Like a modern day 
medicine woman, my ultimate goal is to help us feel more comfortable in our own skin and re-member who we truly are & why 
we’re here at this most powerful time in human history. To this end, I gather women in sacred circle to facilitate deep healing, 
sacred play, soul growth and alchemical transformation through my signature immersion experiences, Sovereign Sisters Rising 7 
month Initiation into the Fierce Feminine & other sisterhood initiatives so we can RISE & SHINE together. As global ritualist Barbara 
Biziou has said, "Like a great sculpture, Lainie Love can see what lives inside of you and frees it to live fully." Start the journey today 
with my free 13 day #SOULSPARKLE Starter Kit at www.LainieLoveDalby.com 

http://www.LainieLoveDalby.com
http://www.LainieLoveDalby.com


Let's Begin!
In this instance I invite you to think of yourself as an energetic architect. I’m here to help 
you create an ephemeral and sacred container that you will be inviting your Beloveds into. 
Think of it as a LIVING TEMPLE, one that has deep integrity, meaning, heart and beauty. 
Below is a breakdown of how you can begin to construct the different elements and create 
the sacred space for your gathering. You are using the powerful spiritual technology of the 
circle, so don’t hold this lightly! It deeply MATTERS! You are a steward for the Divine.

CLEANSE
I always recommend energetically cleansing any space 
where you will be gathering, both before and after, 
especially if it’s a space that others use on a regular 
basis, but even if it’s in your own home. You can burn 
sage if that’s allowed, or use a sage essential oil spray 
if not. Palo Santo and many other sacred herbs also 
work well. You can simply use a bell, or loudly clap in 
all of the corners of the space, to move the energy. 

ENGAGE THE SENSES
It’s important to consider all of the different 
multisensory elements that the Beloveds in your circle 
will experience. The logistics of these elements usually 
need to be decided before you gather based on the 
space you will be in. NOTE: Always do a walkthrough and test 
these elements before gathering in a new space. You don’t want to 
be caught off guard with one of these elements since it can 
compromise the integrity of the entire energetic container you're 
building.

DECIDE
This step comes before all the others, usually well 
before! Consider how you want your Beloveds to FEEL 
in your sacred circle? What emotions, energies, and 
results do you want to evoke? What intention, theme, 
Goddess, etc., are you trying to invoke or honor with 
your sacred circle? Consider this as an anchor for all 
the other steps below. 



LIGHTING- Consider the level of lighting you need for your 
circle. Will it change over time? Will you be writing and need 
bright light for only part of the circle? Will it be dark with only 
candles glowing? Will it be in the daytime with sunlight? Can 
you dim the lights in the space where your’re going to be?

SIGHT
Here you’re really setting the mood and inviting the women 
into your energetic architecture. These are some core 
elements to consider:

SCENT

How do you want the space to smell? Will you have sage to cleanse your Beloveds as you enter? Will you have scented 
candles? Will you have an aromatherapy dispenser in the corner with a scent to help invoke the energies of your core anchor 
and intention? NOTE: often Beloveds have scent sensitivities or allergies. You may want to ask in advance if people are okay with you 
using certain essential oils or other elements like burning sage or incense. Don’t assume it will work for everyone. 

SOUND
I **highly** recommend considering how you can curate the music to honor your core intention or anchor (There is a time and 
place for silence of course, but thoughtfully chosen music always adds magic. SPOTIFY makes it super easy to seamlessly bring in 
this element). Consider also: what type of sound system you need to bring in a musical element? Do you want to have live 
musicians playing as your Beloveds enter, or do you want to have a speaker with soft music in the background? Do you want to 
have singing bowls or other sound healing elements? Do they need to be mic’ed in the space for everyone to hear them? Is 
there outside noise you need to drown out with a sound machine? Will you be able to have silence in the key moments?

COLOR SCHEME - Consider what color will best align with the 
intention or theme you're focusing on. Would working with 
one of the rainbow chakra colors bring deeper meaning and 
layering to what you’re offering? What ceremonial garment will 
you wear? Will everyone be wearing the same color?

ROOM LAYOUT - You are creating sacred geometry. Consider 
how you want the space to look as they enter. Are there pillows? 
Rugs? Backjacks? Red Tent vibe or office chairs in a circle? 

ALTAR CREATION - See below*** 

TOUCH
 Consider the texture of your space. How will the circle literally feel under the fingertips of your sisters? Will you have velvet 
curtains and pillows? Draped silk fabrics? Woven blankets? Will you have an element where you invite your Beloveds to 
touch (either holding hands, placing a hand over each other’s hearts, etc) as a way to begin your circle?

MOVEMENT
Consider how you want your Beloveds to move around the circle and the space you’re in. Will you be dancing, doing yoga, or 
moving at any point? Will you stay in the circle to do so, or move outside of it? This can determine how wide you literally 
need to cast your circle within the space, so that there’s room for everything you’ll be journeying through. 



TASTE
Do you want to offer any food or beverages for your Beloveds? Are you going to be eating a ritual meal together? If you 
choose to serve tea, could it also be aligned with your color scheme?  Or could the herbs enhance your core anchor and 
intention? Could you create a sacred elixir to offer at the beginning of the circle to bring everyone into a similar vibration? 
For instance, Pachamama LOVES chocolate, and it can be a great honoring to offer chocolate on the altar and then consume 
the charged food at the end of your circle to anchor in the energies.

TEMPERATURE
Temperature is an important element of any circle, especially if you’re going to be doing any type of healing work or lying 
down on the floor for extended periods of time. Beloveds can get cold without blankets or a cover of some kind. If it is going 
to be cold in the circle, can you have a fire going? If you’re going to be moving from indoors to outdoors during your circle, 
be sure to inform people to wear layers - especially if it’s in the winter.

Once your circle is set up and all the elements are in place for your 
gathering of Beloveds, take time to call in your support from the seen 
and unseen realms to be with you as you hold this sacred container. Call 
in your guides, ancestors, angels and any other entities you rely on. Be 
sure to only invite in unconditionally loving Beings that want to be 
present for this circle and all of your Beloveds. Know that we’re never 
alone when we’re casting a sacred circle and gathering our Beloveds. 

CALL IN YOUR SUPPORT

Now that you’ve completed all the steps above, it’s time to invite your 
Beloveds into the energetic architecture you’ve created. How will you 
greet them? Will you have assistants guiding people into the space?   
Will you be in the circle already, or will you enter into the living temple 
together?

WELCOME YOUR BELOVEDS

ENJOY THE JOURNEY
Have an awesome time on the journey you’re going to take with your Beloveds. You’ve created something miraculous! A 
magical sacred circle! Now it’s time to enjoy the fruits of your labor and surrender to the Mystery. NOTE: Be sure to CLOSE THE 
CIRCLE. I always like to say “the circle is now open but remains unbroken.” Be sure to give gratitude and thank the seen and unseen Beings 
for their support of the circle. 

LEAVE NO FOOTPRINT
Leave any space the way you found it or even more sparkling. This is a way of honoring and giving gratitude. 

REFLECT & INTEGRATE
How was the experience for you and your Beloveds? What went well with the space? What didn’t work as well? What felt 
deeply supportive of the sacred container? What would help you to feel even more supported next time?  



A Simple Guide to 
Altar Creation

by  
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Dalby

Walk in Beauty

NOTE: these are simply suggestions. Not all are required in any way. Your altar could be a bowl of water surrounded by rose 
petals, or it could be the size of a stage filled with everything below like the recent altar from my Ignite the Fierce Feminine 
Within weekend! (These are not to be replicated in any way, but to serve as examples of what’s possible when you engage 
your own unique soul expression!) 



ALTAR CLOTH
This could be any cloth or fabric that you deem sacred, from a re-appropriated 
picnic blanket to a hand embroidered and beaded altar cloth from India. You 
get to bring in your vision and creativity here. If you have a fabric store 
nearby, go there after you’ve named your intention and core anchor for the 
circle and see what calls to you. Buy a yard, christen it your altar cloth, and 
voila!

THE FOUR ELEMENTS
Earth - Flowers/flower petals, soil, grains or seeds, tree people (branches, 
dried leaves, etc), foraged herbs & plants, stone people (stones, crystals, etc), 
earthen clay bowls, pots, the color brown or green  - Air - feathers, cotton 
balls to represent clouds, the color white - Water - a bowl of water, floating 
candles, essential oil spray, ingestible elixir, the color blue, etc. - Fire - 
campfire, candles/light source, the color orange, yellow or red, etc.

ANIMAL MEDICINE
This can include antlers, feathers, snake skin, stuffed animals, etc. 

RITUAL OBJECTS
These are any items imbued with certain energies or that are meant to be 
used specifically only in certain rituals. I.e. a chalice, smudge feathers, a 
sacred talisman, a cauldron, wands, masks, etc. 

Altars can be anything from simple and poignant to highly elaborate and breathtaking. They are a great way to 
access your inner truth and where you are authentically in the moment. The type of altar you choose to create will 
depend in your core anchor and intention. Consider what are you trying to evoke with your altar. The elements? 
The Divine Feminine? The Spirit of Water? Think of your altar as a power center and focal point of your sacred circle 
and intention, even if it’s not in the center of the room. What elements would most greatly serve the energies you 
are evoking? Will you orient your altar to one of the four directions? Do you want your Beloveds to add items to it 
to be charged? You can also create specific altars for ancestors, certain Goddesses or Divine representatives or 
anything else that you want to highlight & honor. Whatever you choose to do, do it with great reverence & respect!

GODDESSES, DEITIES, ANCESTORS, DIVINE REPRESENTATION 
Statues, figurines, Goddess cards, framed pictures, artwork, etc. 

???
Beloved, it’s totally up to you!!! What do you feel called to include as a focal 
point for the energies you’re working with? How can you bring your 
authentic soul expression forward into your altar?  


